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Pre-Solstice Metatron 12-01-18 Transcript 

Metatron: Greetings, It is I Metatron. I am delighted to be here with you and to see what is 

occurring at this time. The stimulation within that unifying process, engaging Earth energy, 

planetary energy, and the energetics, the vast complex energetics of the human is quite 

beautiful.  

Here’s what has occurred. As you know, the energetics are very potent at this time. These 

powerful energies continue to build in ways we have not expected. It was significant that the 

November community call of the Seating the Divine group stimulated the curiosity. It also 

stimulated a lot of energetic parts of your unified field and especially engaged those upper 

triads. This engagement upgraded the brain itself to begin to process and create thought at a 

refined level continually.  

This brain upgrade happened just in the conversations that went on with the individuals that 

spoke up during that session. Each one took in the energetics and the information at various 

levels according to their individuality. Here is the beauty of what happened. You gathered 

together in a collective group, a collective crucible, so there was a collective consciousness of 

the entire group operating.  Simultaneously, each one was contributing individually from their 

divine wisdom, the wisdom that they have gathered over the years.  They were contributing 

from that. And when they received from one another at that individual level, they took it within 

themselves which is the process that we have been trying to engage in you. It is important that 

the individual engages with these energetics and these teachings. That process got engaged in 

that one call. 

 It was taken in easily and made usable at the individual level as well as the collective level.  

When smaller groups met, they were able to take it in and use it individually. Each one had 

their own experience, yet when they came together in a smaller collective, they contributed to 

that, but from those individual experiences. 

 So this is what is developing. Can you see that?  

Joe: I do see that very clearly. 

Metatron: A smaller group dynamic develops when smaller groups meet to study and review. 

They draw from the larger collective consciousness of the crucible, but also from their 

individual understanding. This process exhibits itself in smaller groups rather than in the larger 

group. People seem to be more comfortable in smaller gatherings, and this will change as they 

become more confident in the piece that they hold. 

Joe: In this community call we also talked about the Eye of Horus, and I told Joan and John what 

we did the following night. I found the session essential. In a session off Mastering Alchemy, we 

used the Eye of Horus, and we built the template of compassion in a tetrahedron in the Sacred 

Heart, brought it up to the Eye of Horus and projected that out into the collective 
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consciousness of humanity and it was potent, it was powerful. When we finished that, it 

actually felt like from Father/ Mother God to me. It’s like we have an energy that we would like 

for you to use this process to project out. If we would help you anchor that energy within 

yourself, would you make your group available to project this out into the collective 

consciousness of humanity? I could do that just in my group, but Joan thinks that, if it’s ok with 

you, that we could do this on the solstice call. I think I have time to work it in. Would you like to 

speak to that? 

Metatron: Yes, I would. I think it’s important to project that out at both an individual level 

because these individuals are very powerful in their own right; so, in their private time they can 

occasionally project the compassion out as the individual creator into the collective 

consciousness. It stimulates the individual part of the collective consciousness to receive that 

energy that is held in the actual group collective. They can receive it at the collective level, or 

they can receive it at the individual level as a creator and change the way that they perceive 

their worldly experience. So it does have great value. So to continue to use it within the smaller 

group as well as within, the larger community has value as well as the individual level when 

appropriate. 

Joe: OK. 

Metatron: So the issue here is prolonging a very long meditation process that limits their 

attention. The primary purpose of the meditation is to lead all of the individuals of the Seating 

of the Divine community into that crucible. Each receives the collective energy within the 

crucible from the membership as well as all the great beings of the Community of Light and the 

Council of Light; they have a seat on that council in the Sirian star system. 

You have two components here that have value. One is this compassion piece, compassion for 

self as you navigate through this period of silence and initiation. There will be times within that 

three months that it will not be easy for some. There will be dark nights of the soul during that 

time. So the compassion piece for self as well as for others that they come in contact with 

during this time. They don’t have the backup system, shall we say, of community. They learn to 

navigate through those times as the powerful individual creator that they are. So they aren’t 

co-dependent on the group energy but benefit from it. It has value, and they understand that it 

has value. But at that individual level, they have the power to navigate as an individual creator 

in any circumstance. 

Joe: So I think then what I hear you saying is that probably we’re trying to put too much into 

that solstice call. 

Metatron: Yes. So understand, this collective group that you have gathered together holds that 

template that you created at that group level as well as the individual level so when they come 

into the greater community, it is multi-purposeful. It’s like the Seating the Divine collective 

consciousness that has a seat on that council.   They come in as a group energy, as a collective 

and take their seat. They also operate as a variation of collective consciousness at the Seating 
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of the Divine level and also at the individual level. A similarity would be that you have your 

group energy that immersed in the larger crucible and you have the individuals that hold that 

compassion piece.  

Now that said, it doesn’t mean that you don’t have to take them through the whole process but 

interject that the Eye of Horus has a great capacity within the unified field to exemplify the 

power of compassion as we enter into this initiation. So it can be woven in there without going 

through the entire process, but then what happens is that the energetics of the smaller group 

and the individuals in that group transmit that within the greater crucible.  

Joe: OK. I understand. I can work with that. 

Metatron: Four communications will be given in this solstice event from me, from Yeshua, 

Master Kuthumi and An Ra Ta. 

Joe: Will that be the order of speakers right there? 

Metatron: Yes. So as you set the engagement of that compassion piece, then that will be 

addressed at a further level as it applies to these messages.  

Joe: Since our last call, Metatron, the energy has stepped up tremendously including our 

community call. This morning I was explaining to Joan and John the unifying process in itself. I 

started out in the Earth Star. As I started to observe, the chakras and the energy came up 

through the root and just grounded in the sacral chakra. The energy just kept coming up, and 

the Earth energy comes up and enters the second triad and becomes part of the light. 

Metatron: It doesn’t come up through the grounding cord. It comes up through the center 

channel of the body. 

Joe: Yes, Yes it does. 

Metatron: The grounding cord is useful from that root chakra into the Earth Star so that those 

first four chakras are engaged with the Earth energy. The central channel of the body is where 

all of those refined ascending and descending energies circulate through the various triadic 

systems. And that also is anchored within the Earth Star. 

Joe: and it goes all the way up to the Soul Star? 

Metatron: Yes, correct. So when you dock that Earth Star into the Earth’s Soul Star, you provide 

a channel for all of those Inner Earth beings to transmit up that central channel into the various 

triadic systems all the way back up into your Earth Star. So you’re connecting your Earth Star to 

the planetary Earth Star which is different. It’s the difference between the individual and the 

collective. So this is what’s happening. 

Joe: So it’s coming up the central channel, and that used to be described to us as two counter-

rotating fields, one inside of the other. Now I feel like it’s more complex than that. I feel like 
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there is just multiple like a strand of fiber, interwoven creating incredible different types of 

microcurrents and magnetic fields.   

Metatron: Yes, it’s part of the complexity of the toroidal field of energy. How it comes up 

through the body and then there are an offshoot and a re-circling and then back up through the 

body again. So that toroidal field becomes immense because that central channel is a primary 

channel through which you create that massive toroidal field. It’s magnificent. 

Joe: That’s what’s powering our Merkaba. I made a statement to Joan the other night in an 

email that it seemed to me that the Earth energy coming up is what is feeding the engine for 

the lower half of the star tetrahedron, our Merkaba, and the energy from the Soul Star is 

coming down and feeding the upper half in the opposite direction. Am I correct in that? 

Metatron: Well actually as it gets unified; it becomes part of this massive toroidal field. There is 

no separation in it. By creating the ascending and descending energy from the Earth Soul Star 

and your personal Soul Star, it all meets and merges in the Sacred Heart center of the body and 

becomes part of that unified field. 

Joe: Yeah. So the geometry just sort of goes away and become part of the toroidal field and just 

one vast field, right? 

Metatron: Correct. 

Joe: Yeah, I suspected that for a long time actually. 

Metatron: Yes. And you can see that it was a step by step process. In this unifying process, it 

brought it into the consciousness at a usable level. There is still a little more work to be done in 

the unification of that sacred heart center, but most of it is that field that is created now. 

You’ve known of the toroidal field for a long time, but it wasn’t part of the complexity, shall we 

say, or functioning at the level that you’re capable of creating it. 

Joe: So the Inner Earth beings are now part of our collective crucible, correct, the Andarans, the 

Telosians, and the Luminaries?  

What about the Andromedans? I know they’re projecting the holographic codes. In our minds, 

they’re way off, but are they actually part of our collective crucible or just influencing it? 

Metatron: They’re influencing it but they will become at some point, all of this merges and the 

galaxies that you term are far off from the Milky Way galaxy come into closer proximity and 

become more unified within the universal scheme of things. 

Joe: Ok. Is that within our lifetime or that in the billions of years when those two galaxies do 

merge? 

Metatron: It will be a while. (Laughter) It will be awhile. 
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Joe: I’ll continue that. I have no other questions but was pleased you said we had achieved that 

collective consciousness on the community call and that was one of your goals for this call and I 

fell that I can get us to a pretty good place to start experiencing that before you come forth and 

the others. 

Metatron: Set the energy and get everyone in that unified crucible space involving all of the 

great beings that are part of that massive crucible now that it has grown. You connected all of 

the Star Gates, and you connected the Inner Earth communities of light that carried various 

dimensional frequencies. You connected all of that, so this crucible has been expanded 

exponentially just in this last year alone. So when you get them into that crucible, it’s important 

that you touch on those points briefly so that they are not only centered together as the human 

within this crucible but as part of the more massive collective consciousness. They can operate 

in that consciousness and be open and receptive to receive what is given to them at this 

juncture. 

Metatron: As you enter that crucible, please bring in how the community has expanded and 

enlarged to incorporate different parts of this sector of the galaxy, you know the Earth 

energies, the various Star Gates and the human collective consciousness that now has a seat on 

the council. So that little piece has to be brought in there so if you can minimize it in a brief 

version. The goal is to get them into that collective and then spend some time getting them 

seated in this massive collective crucible that has been created. 

Joe: Ok. But what do you mean by “getting them seated?” What I was going to do, you know 

we talked about the Flower of Life last time. I was going to have each individual going to see 

themselves as a sphere of light, their consciousness and to take their place …but beyond that 

what would you like? 

Metatron: It’s just a brief take note how our crucible, our Seating the Divine crucible has grown, 

that you have engaged the Star Gates, these three Star Gates and the great beings within them, 

the Archangelic League, the Council of Light, the various communities in the star systems. You 

have this huge human consortium from the Earth, and you have Inner Earth beings that hold 

various dimensional frequencies that contribute that Christ consciousness into this crucible 

from a planetary consciousness. Sirius has a planetary consciousness that gets transmitted 

through that Star Gate and through that Central Sun. 

Joe. OK. I see where you’re going with that. 

Metatron: So Earth, the Christed Earth planetary energy is important just as the Sirian, just as 

the Pleiadian, just as the Arcturians. The Arturians hold a very valuable place in all of this that 

we haven’t discussed, but they have. 

Joe: Ok I’m clear. I don’t have any further questions now 

Metatron: Ok. We will touch base again in a couple of weeks to make any adjustments that are 

needed. I look forward to our next meeting.  
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